
Team One Piece  
 

Date: 18/10/2014  

Location: SIS GSR 3.1  

Subject: Supervisor Meeting (Demo & Midterm Preparation)  

Attendee(s): Prof Kim, Aniket, Ila, Chenguang, Mi Mi, Siddhant, Phyu Phyu 

Absentee(s): None 

AGENDA  

Post midterm review  

 Make a strategy on how to make the project better than other competitors  

 Will only ask questions based on the first reviewer's credit/debit 

 What makes team X better than us?  

 Need to have strong visuals in the project 

 Did not have many clarifications (one clarification causes a reduction in mark possibly) 

 Need to make our own identity: what is the strengths of our systems 

 Focus on Jason's feedback (refer to pt 2) -> trainees might want to skip the slides without 

timer after taking the module once 

 Our system involves editing tools (this is our identity). #Just to show that we have developed 

some complicated stuff. Also include keywords to make them think about the system even 

further #beatTeamExcellence (probably faster than actual powerpoint) 

- Even if it is not as strong as powerpoint, we need to show some sort of advantages 

and strengths 

 If people download our editor then that will give us extra credit  

 Two more UATs: discuss with prof the design of UAT 

 Clarity in presentation is of paramount importance 

 Visual elements make things look complex 

 Two weeks beore the final presentation Prof Kim checks the wiki. Must be final 

 Stakeholder managemnet and learning outcomes are more of an arrow shot in the dark 

 Sponsor must back us in times of strife 

 Need to show 2-3 new functions in the final presentation 

 7th nov - 17th nov Prof is out of Singapore 

 Did you use the same questionnaire in midterm and final? What is the purpose of UAT? If 

the purpose is the same then you must have similar/same test cases. 

 Meetings need not be weekly from now on. Biweekly is fine enough 

 Show quantitative results of hibernate vs normal jdbc calls 

 Some teams have number of downloads and live deployment as their x factor. Why don't we 

do that plus our own x factor? so have a double edged sword against other swords. 

Prepared by, 

Aniket 

 

Edited and vetted by, 

Phyu Phyu 

  


